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Abstract: In this paper, we prepared a novel reactor with switchable ability to address 
present challenges in tandem catalyst. By introducing mussel-inspired moiety, this goal 
was achieved via preparing a “smart” polymer reactor which can open or closes the 
entry tunnel of the targeted substrate in cascade reactions. The catalyst consisted of two 
functional layers acting as tandem catalytic parts and one smart layer with mussel-
inspired moieties as a controlled middle switch. The top and the bottom layer were 
made of molecularly imprinted polymers and catalytic components, like acidic parts 
and metal nanoparticles, respectively. The middle layer made of polymeric dopamine 
(PDPA) and acrylamide with self-healing ability will allow or inhibit the intermediate 
product for the reaction, thus controlling the process of the tandem catalysis. As a result, 
the novel catalyst exhibited self-controlled tandem catalysis, which provides new 
opportunities to design smart tandem catalysts, showing a promising prospect in this 
area.  
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1. Introduction 
Tandem catalysis is of great significance in the modern chemical industry for 
cutting down preparation, post-treatment processes, as well as reducing the amount of 
commonly used solvents [1, 2]. The use of tandem catalysts would enable complicated 
multi-steps reactions to be conducted in sequence efficiently, thus resulting in one-pot 
self-switchable property [3, 4]. Catalytic reactors with both acid and alkaline sites are 
among the earliest trials to achieve tandem processes [5, 6]. In the reactors, the acidic 
and basic sites are respectively responsible for two different reactions, giving access to 
the tandem catalysis. One of the remaining challenges in tandem catalysis is that a large 
number of active intermediates and initial reactions mixed in the system results in a 
series of unexpected reactions, which has limited the development of the tandem 
catalysis [7, 8]. Hence, it is important to achieve the precise control and sensible 
separation of several different catalytic sites to prevent the unnecessary steps in the 
process.  
Human beings have acquired a lot of inspirations and experience from nature to 
enable us to solve many complicated problems. One exquisite solution of these 
inspirations is using molecularly imprinted polymers (MIPs) to achieve molecular 
recognition and selective catalysis [9]. MIPs attracted significant interests of 
researchers because of their special abilities such as facile preparation and special 
recognition [10]. To prepare MIPs, firstly, functional monomers are assembled with 
template molecules to form a complex by covalent or non-covalent bonds. The 
functional monomers can polymerize in the presence of initiators and cross-linkers 
under appropriate photo or thermal conditions to form MIPs. The imprinted moieties 
are then removed from the polymer system under firm conditions leaving behind a 
cavity that is harmonizing in shape and size to the template. The residual cavity can, 
therefore, selectively bind to the desired molecules [11, 12]. In this way, the imprinted 
catalysis allows the target reaction and avoid the redundant side effects, achieving 
desired tandem catalysis. However, it is also necessary to control the tandem catalysis 
process as there are many different kinds of reactions and specific needs in practical 
use [13]. As a result, the tandem catalysts need further improvement to prepare a more 
delicate structure to perform intelligent tandem catalysis.  
Marine organisms such mussels exhibit prominent adhesive ability and is a 
promising prospect of smart polymer reactors. Marine mussels are capable of affixing 
themselves to almost all solid substances, containing rocks, metals and even 
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) [14, 15]. It is worth noting that the strong adhesive 
property of mussels takes place over an extensive range of weathering and 
environmental conditions such as temperature, salinities and water currents [16]. So far 
molecular mechanism involved in this reaction is poorly understood, while clues to the 
strong adhesive exist in the components of the amino acids that have a lot of lysine and 
3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine (DOPA) segments [17, 18]. It has been reported that 
hydrogen bonding, metal chelation or radical-surface coupling from the catechol 
moiety in DOPA are critical to the adhesion [19, 20]. Based on the strong interactions, 
mussel adhesive holdfasts also demonstrated distinct self-healing capabilities. The 
damage sites at dopamine polymers will heal itself totally after being cut, which results 
from the strong interaction between amino parts and dopamine [21]. This self-assembly 
ability in the aqueous surrounding of mussel’s adhesive proteins provides a new 
solution to the self-controlled catalysis, giving access to the switchable polymer 
reactors in an aqueous environment.  
Inspired by the exquisite structure in nature, herein, we prepared a tandem catalyst 
with a sandwiched switch to achieve the controlled tandem catalysis. By introducing 
the dopamine moiety into the tandem catalyst, the prepared reactor was capable of 
acting as a switch to “open” and “close” to control the catalytic reactions intelligently. 
Moreover, to avoid the undesired side reactions in the tandem process, the catalyst was 
fabricated with two unique imprinted layers to recognize the substrate distinctively. As 
outlined in Scheme 1, the top and bottom layers were respectively composed of initial-
imprinted and intermediate-imprinted polymer hydrogel to perform the tandem 
catalysis. In detail, the top layer was prepared by the acidic monomer while the bottom 
layer consisted of the functional monomer containing metal nanoparticles, which was 
able to accomplish the catalytic hydrolysis and reduction process. Besides, 4-
nitrophenyl acetate (NPA) along with 4-nitrophenol (NP) were respectively chosen as 
the experimental initiate reactant and intermediate because these two are well-coupled 
for tandem testing. Meanwhile, the hydrolytic and reductive processes of NPA and NP 
could be conducted in normal conditions e.g. room temperature [22]. The middle layer, 
performing as switch between the top and bottom layers, was composed of polymeric 
dopamine (PDPA) and polyacrylamide (PAm), which was capable of “opening” and 
“closing” by the self-healing and dissociating interactions between the two polymers.
There are well-studied descriptions available regarding the self-healing mechanism 
driven by hydrogen bonding [23-25]. In essence, the self-healing behavior driven by 
hydrogen bonding is the switching of hydrogen bonding. When the temperature is 
comparatively low, the interactions between hydrogen bonds lead to closed access 
which inhibits access to contacting the reductive metal nanoparticles sites. However, 
with the temperature rising, the separation of interactions between hydrogen bonds 
results in open access which allowed entrance to reach the reductive metal nanoparticles. 
Hence, the self-healing behavior driven by hydrogen bonding demonstrates the 
switching behavior.  
As clarified in Scheme 1, the inhibited entrance in the middle layer at 
comparatively low temperatures could prevent the access to the reductive sites of the 
intermediate from the top layer, resulting in the first catalytic process merely. However, 
the entrance to the intermediated is open with the rising temperature, enabling further 
access to reduce the forming intermediate NP and achieving the complete tandem 
catalysis. Furthermore, the outstanding adhesive ability of dopamine moiety in the 
middle layer enabled tight junction between different layers even after repeated 
catalysis processes. As a result, the reactor performed the switchable cascade catalysis. 
In this study, we try to prepare a novel catalyst which can solve the problems in “smart” 
multi-step catalysis, suggesting new protocol in the self-switchable tandem catalysis. 
Scheme 1. Self-controlled mechanism of the novel polymer reactor 
2. Experimental Section 
2.1 Synthesis of polymer reactors   
All the chemicals (analytical grade) in this experiment were bought from Sigma-
Aldrich and were used without further processing. The polymer reactor was synthesized 
in a three-layer structure consisted of two imprinted cascade layers (top, acidic layer; 
and bottom, metal encapsulated layer) and a middle switchable layer (PDPA-PAm) 
sandwiched between the two layers (Scheme 2). In the preparation process, firstly, part 
of the top imprinted layer was immersed in the middle layer solution after synthesizing 
the top layer completely [26]. And there will be an interpenetrated network in the joint 
part between layers after the polymerization of the middle layer because of the solution 
diffusing to the top layer. The bottom layer was also polymerized by the same process. 
Therefore, all three layers were linked together.  
To fabricate the three-layer reactor, 2-acrylamido-2-methylpropane sulfonic acid 
(AMPS) (2.33 g), azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN) (0.09 g), N, N ´ -methylene 
bisacrylamide (MBA) (0.35 g) and imprinted substrate 4-nitrophenyl acetate (NPA) 
(0.407 g) were dispersed completely in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) (10 mL). The 
mixed solution was dissolved by ultrasonic machine and then deoxygenated totally, 
then it was put in a vacuum at 70 ℃ for 3 hours to polymerize the top imprinted layer. 
Afterwards, part of the top imprinted layer was immersed in the middle layer solution. 
This mixed solution was composed of dopamine acrylamide (DPA, nomenclatural 
known as N- [2-(3, 4-dihydroxy phenyl) ethyl]-2-methylacrylamide, 0.5 g), acrylamide 
(Am, 1.59 g), divinylbenzene (0.11 g) and AIBN (0.11 g) in dimethylformamide 
solution (10 mL). The synthesis process was conducted at 70 ℃ for 5 hours after 
deoxygenation. At next step, the first two layers were contacted with the bottom 
imprinted layer solution containing Am (1.6 g), the complex template [Ag(NP)2]
 + (2.25 
mmol), MBA (0.34 g) and AIBN (0.18 g) mixed components in dimethyl sulfoxide (10 
mL), performing at 70 ℃ for 2 h to polymerize completely. And the encapsulated Ag 
ions were reduced in an excessive amount of sodium borohydride (NaBH4) (ten-fold to 
Ag ions) solution. After reduction, excess deionized water was used to remove the left 
NaBH4. Then the imprinted parts NPA and NP were washed profusely from the catalytic 
reactors with ethanol including 10% acetic acid. As a result, this three-layer polymer 
reactor was synthesized (called “MIP-AgPRS”; here, “MIP” meant the imprinted 
polymer, “Ag” represented Ag nanoparticles and “S” stood for switchable properties). 
Scheme 2. The preparation of the tri-layer polymer reactor.
To further study the switchable properties of the catalyst MIP-AgPRS in the 
middle layer and, two other controls respectively name “MIP-AgPRO” and “MIP-
AgPRC”, were synthesized in similar environments. In comparison with the switchable 
polymer reactor, MIP-AgPRO also had the acidic and metal contained imprinted layers 
but the middle layer acted as a switch keeping open (“O”), which was prepared by the 
polymerization of the Am alone. Besides, MIP-AgPRC was equipped with the middle 
layer in closed access (“C”) all the time, prepared by the PDPA alone. As a result, the 
one control (MIP-AgPRO) will allow the tandem process at both low and high 
temperatures, and the other control (MIP-AgPRC) will give access to only the first 
reaction at a different temperature, which was conceptually comparable to the open or 
closed statuses with the prepared reactor MIP-AgPRS at different temperature. In this 
way, the prepared catalyst and the controls were prepared.  
2.2 Characterization  
The morphology of the nanoreactor and the dispersion of the Ag nanoparticles 
were observed by Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) imaging (Japan; JEM-
2100). And Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometer (FTIR) data were collected to 
study the specific functional groups (USA; Nicolet MX-1E). The surface plasma 
resonance (SPR) was used to study the absorption bands of metal nanoparticles (USA; 
Lambda 25 UV spectrophotometer) and energy-dispersive spectra (EDS) were collected 
to compare the different element components (USA; MIRA3-XMU) of reactors. A 
Smartlab-3KW diffractometer (Japan; Rigaku) with Cu Kα radiation (λ=1.5418Å) was 
used to study X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectra.  
2.3 Self-healing interactions  
The self-healing processes in different temperatures of the switchable layer was 
recorded by dynamic light scattering (DLS) (UK; Nano ZS90). The products taken from 
the middle layer were firstly dispersed in water at a specific temperature for 10 min to 
reach equilibrium condition before starting to collect the dynamic radius (Rd). 
Compared with the other two controls without self-healing ability, the switchable 
interaction between the PDPA and PAm was presented as the changing dynamic radius 
according to different temperatures.  
2.4 Temperature-programmed desorption 
Temperature-programmed desorption (TPD) was conducted to investigate the 
interaction among the substrates and the imprinted layers to clarify the molecular 
recognition abilities in the top and bottom layers. The sample of recognition properties 
will show greater retention in comparison with other control reactors without the 
molecular part. The products (20 mg) were taken from the imprinted layer and were put 
into a TPD device (in a U-shaped quartz tube). After absorbing with 20 μL reactant 
(0.05 μmol mL-1 acetonitrile), the products were heated in flowing nitrogen (60mL min-
1;0.45 MPa) at the speed of 10 ℃ min-1 rising to the desorbing temperature of 
corresponding reactants from room temperature. The desorbing spectra were collected 
and analyzed by the data processing system.  
2.5 Catalysis properties  
The catalysis processes of the different polymer reactors were studied using batch 
system [27]. The starting concentration of NPA was 0.05 μmol mL-1 (10 mL PBS, pH 
7.0). The concentration of catalysts in every test was 0.1 mg mL-1. The catalysis process 
was spectrophotometrically recorded against time (Japan; UV-2700) and the final 
conversion efficiency was decided by the average value of three tests. Due to the 
existing influence of self-hydrolysis on the catalysis reactions, the hydrolysis of NPA 
was also conducted on the same environment without the polymer reactors and then 
was deducted from the whole system. Finally, the catalytic performance of the reactor 
was presented without the effects of the self-hydrolysis. And the reduction process was 
further performed followed by the hydrolysis, at the same time adding excessive sodium 
borohydride (fourfold, relative to NPA) to the system. 
2.6 Electrochemical tests  
The self-healing mechanism (catalytic) among reactors and the reactants were 
further studied by electrochemical tests. Herein, an electrochemical workstation (China;
CHI760E) assembled with a three-electrode cell was used. The prepared reactors (10 
mg) absorbed ~2 μmol templates in ahead were put in the electrochemical cells and 
then the experiments were carried out in an ultrasonic apparatus to conduct mass 
diffusion (electrolyte: 10mL PBS; pH 7.0). The desorbing performance in the catalytic 
reactor was recorded through circularly scanning the system till steady desorption 
profiles were achieved (scanning range, 0~-1 V; scanning rate, 1mV s-1).  
3. Results and Discussion 
3.1 Analysis of composition and structure  
The catalyst was synthesized in a three-layer structure consisting of the bilayer 
molecular imprinting tandem catalyst and a smart switch sandwiched between the 
bilayer catalyst with “on” and “off” ability. The middle switchable layer was made of 
PDPA and PAm, the top and the bottom layer was respectively made of PAMPS and 
PAm with silver nanoparticles. Herein, FTIR test was conducted to determine the 
components of polymer in all three layers. In Figure 1a, four main bands (2900-3700, 
1600-1800, 1000-1200 and 1000-1400 cm-1) showed in the spectrum of the three 
reactors, which were because of several different components in this catalyst, 
respectively related to O-H/N-H, C=O, S=O, and C-N/C-C bonds of the stretching 
vibration of [28, 29]. Moreover, the three samples exhibited similar spectra as all the 
prepared reactors contained the same basic functional groups, which is also shown in 
Figure 3a that all the three reactors contain the same basic elements. As a result, further 
investigation of the different components in the three layers was carried out through 
FTIR analysis. Figure 1b showed the spectra of three layers of the MIP-AgPRS 
respectively. The presence of the S=O bond (~1237 and 1050 cm-1) along with the other 
major bands indicated the components in top imprinted layer, consisted of PAMPS, 
distinguished from the other two layers. It is further indicated from the EDS spectra of 
Figure 3b that each of the three layers possessed different elements composition, 
ascertaining the presence of the three-layer structure. The results indicated the new 
polymer reactor MIP-AgPRS was a complex composite containing the basic functional 
groups and elements as expected.  
To analyze the imprinting process in NPA and NP imprinted layer, we have also 
compared the FTIR results of both the two different imprinted layers, the precursor (the 
initial polymer reactor without washing the imprinted moieties) and imprinted 
substrates NPA and NP, respectively (Figure 1c and Figure 1d). The top NPA layer 
precursor exhibited the major bands of both top layer MIP-NPA and the substrate NPA 
in the result. After washing the imprinted substrate NPA from the original polymer 
reactor (the precursor), the spectrum became comparable to the middle layer (the layer 
with the same basic functional groups as the AM). Furthermore, the bottom NP layer 
precursor also demonstrated the main bands of both MIP-NP as well as the substrate 
NP in the spectrum and resulted in the absence of the major bands of NP after removing 
the imprinted part. Combined with the synthesis route (Scheme 2), the test suggested 
the existence of imprinting processes (more analysis and characterization about 
imprinted process is discussed in Section 3.2).  
As is presented in Figure 2, the TEM pictures exhibited morphology of Ag 
nanoparticles existed in the polymer reactors. The size of Ag nanoparticles dispersed in 
the reactors is about 7~10 nm. And the existence of Ag nanoparticles was ascertained 
by the tests of EDS (Figure 3), SPR (Figure 4) (typically at ~410nm) [30]. Herein, the 
content of Ag achieves in the NP imprinted layers were ~11.23 wt %. XRD spectra in 
Figure 5 further confirms the presence of Ag nanoparticles, in which there are obvious 
Ag diffraction peaks. Figure 6 exhibited the digital pictures of the reactor MIP-AgPRS 
and two controls. As is shown, this polymer reactor presented in a three-layer structure 
as expected. In this way, the structure of the catalyst was synthesized as expected.  
BET sorption isotherms of different layers of the reactors are shown in Figure 7. 
It can be seen that the first layer MIP-NPA and the third layer MIP-NP-Ag demonstrated 
the different microspore distributions (<10 nm) [31] while there is no distinct 
distribution of the non-imprinted middle layer. Meanwhile, as shown in Table 1, 
compared with the middle layer, both of the other two imprinted layers exhibited larger 
surface areas and higher pore volume, which resulted from the existence of the 
templates in the synthesis process. Therefore, the imprinted moieties of the polymer 
reactor are confirmed.  

Figure 1. FTIR spectra of prepared catalysts and imprinting behavior (a: three 
different catalysts; b: three different layers of prepared reactor MIP-AgPRS; c: NPA 
imprinted layer; d: NP imprinted layer). 

Figure 2. TEM images of metal nanoparticles in the polymer reactor and two 
controls. (a: MIP-AgPRS; b: MIP-AgPRO; c: MIP-AgPRC). 
Figure 3. EDS spectra of the polymer reactors. (a: spectra of three polymer 
reactors; b: spectra of three layers of MIP-AgPRS).  
Figure 4. SPR spectra of polymer reactor and controls.
Figure 5. XRD patterns of the polymer reactor and controls.
Figure 6. Digital images for a slice of the polymer reactor and two controls (a: 
MIP-AgPRS; b: MIP-AgPRO; c: MIP-AgPRC).
Figure 7. BET sorption isotherms of the polymer reactors MIP-AgPRS (herein, 
closed symbols stand for nitrogen adsorption; open symbols stand for nitrogen 
desorption) 
Table 1. BET analysis of the different layers of polymer reactors  
Surface area (m2 g-1) of different samples 
Different layer MIP-AgPRC MIP-AgPRO MIP-AgPRS 
MIP-NPA 98.7 112.3 109.5 
NIP 24.5 29.5 11.4 
MIP-NP-Ag 68.2 74.4 73.9 
3.2 Temperature-programmed desorption 
The TPD tests were carried out to clarify the interaction among the different 
catalysts and substrates [32]. In comparison with a weaker interaction, a relatively 
strong interaction with imprinted substrate has enabled the catalysts a greater retention. 
Figure 8a showed the template molecule NPA desorbed from the three prepared 
reactors MIP-AgPRS, MIP-AgPRO, MIP-AgPRC, and the reference of the template,
BNPC (bis(4-nitrophenyl) carbonate), removed from the prepared reactor MIP-AgPRS, 
in which the peak appeared at 321, 326, 326 and 256 ℃, correspondingly. The 
imprinted substrate demonstrated stronger interactions with the prepared reactors to the 
non-imprinted substrate. The results were similar of the other imprinted moiety NP that 
NP also demonstrated stronger interactions with the three prepared reactors (272, 274 
and 273 ℃, respectively) (Figure 8b), compared with the non-imprinted substrate 2-
NP (2-Nitrophenol) desorbing from the reactor MIP-AgPRS (197 ℃). In conjunction 
with the results discussed in Section 4.1, it further confirmed the existence of the 
molecular imprinted part. As the interaction of imprinted polymers was contributed 
from the induced molecular memory (the imprinting process of the template molecules) 
[33], resulting in a more distinct interaction of the corresponding imprinted polymers.  
As shown in Figure 8, the imprinted substrate NPA desorbing from all of the three 
imprinted reactors exhibited comparable desorption temperatures (321, 326 and 326 ℃, 
respectively). The other imprinted template also showed comparable desorption 
temperatures in the desorbing process (272, 274 and 273 ℃, respectively). On the 
contrary, the non-imprinted template BNPC and 2-NP showed a relatively lower 
temperature (256 and 197 ℃, respectively) desorbing from the corresponding imprinted 
reactor. The result further confirmed that the template molecules imprints were able to 
accommodate the respective substrate molecules. As illustrated in the preparation 
process (Scheme 2), the top and the bottom layer were respectively imprinted different 
templates, NPA and NP, allowing the two layers two different corresponding 
temperature. In this way, the reactors are capable of the cascade recognizable process. 
Figure 8. TPD profiles of desorbing processes to NP, NPA and reference substrate 
from the corresponding layer (a: NPA-imprinted layer; b: NP-imprinted layer). 
3.3 Switchable interactions 
As shown in Figure 9a and Figure 9b, the PDPA-PAm switchable interaction was 
characterized according to the change of temperature. The change (Rc) of swelling ratio 
at the switchable MIP-AgPRS demonstrated a significant dependence on temperature. 
However, given that the interactions in the polymeric networks of control reactors are 
weak and even negligible, no obvious correlation upon different temperature can be 
found in MIP-AgPRO and MIP-AgPRC. The dynamic radius of MIP-AgPRS amplified 
when the temperature rose and the dramatic surge of Rc showed at 38 ℃. Below this 
temperature, MIP-AgPRS exhibited a smaller dynamic radius because of the 
complementary interaction between PDPA and PAm, shutting down the cascade 
reaction access. On the contrary, above the temperature, MIP-AgPRS showed a 
significant increase in the dynamic radius due to the dissociation of the PDPA-PAm 
interaction, resulting in open access to a tandem catalysis access. The results, therefore, 
demonstrated that the “on” and “off” self-healing ability of the prepared reactor was 
owing to the interaction between PDPA-PAm in MIP-AgPRS. 
Figure 9. DLS spectra with dynamic-radius changing with the rising temperature 
(a: Normal; b: Differential).
3.4 Cascade vs non-cascade catalysis with sandwiched PDPA layer switch
To understand the catalytic process thoroughly, UV spectroscopic test was 
performed to record the whole reaction at both low and high temperatures. To better 
understand the specific position of the reactant and product in a different phase, the UV 
spectra of 4-nitrophenyl acetate, 4-nitrophenol and 4-aminophenol are presented firstly 
as reference (Figure 10).
Given that the tandem catalysis is composed of two consecutive processes, the 
catalytic activities were first conducted without sodium borohydride which allowed for 
reduction process, to get an idea about the self-hydrolysis behavior in the first step. 
Considering the switchable layer between the two tandem layers, two specific 
temperatures, 25 and 50 ℃ (respectively lower or higher than transition temperature 
(38 ℃)) were carefully chosen to make a comparative study. As shown in Figure 11a
at 50 ℃, the catalytic hydrolysis of NPA at MIP-AgPRC resulted in the decrease of 
NPA (271 nm) and at the same time the increase of NP (400 nm), showing hydrolysis 
reaction from NPA to NP. Due to the close network in the middle layer, the tandem 
catalytic process was not available for this nanoreactor. However, as Figure 11c showed, 
the specific reactions of NPA at the reactor MIP-AgPRO was more complex, in which 
the decomposition of the initial substrate NPA (271 nm) led to the final product 4-
aminophenol (AP; 295 nm) (Figure 11c). In this process, the intermediate NP (400 nm) 
hydrolyzed from NPA was then reduced by sodium borohydride to AP in the presence 
of the access tunnel of the middle layer. Just like the MIP-AgPRO, the switchable 
catalytic reactor MIP-AgPRS also demonstrated the free access to the intermediated NP, 
leading to the tandem catalysis at high temperature (Figure 11e).  
Moreover, UV spectroscopic analysis was conducted at 25 ℃ to discuss the 
tandem behavior at low temperatures, allowing the close networks in the middle 
switchable layer (which were able to prevent the intermediate to proceed the next 
reaction). As Figure 11d showed, the reactor MIP-AgPRO still performed the tandem 
reactions at the low temperature, resulting from the open networks all the time. While 
the prepared reactor MIP-AgPRS demonstrated only the first hydrolysis reaction 
(Figure 11f), the same as the MIP-AgPRC which had the closed middle layer to inhibit 
the access to the next reaction (Figure 11b). As we can see, the reactor MIP-AgPRC 
can only perform the single hydrolysis reaction while the reactor MIP-AgPRO achieves 
the hydrolysis to reduction the tandem process but without the control of the process. 
As for the switchable prepared reactor, MIP-AgPRS performed single hydrolysis at low 
temperature while demonstrated the tandem catalysis process at high temperature, 
exhibiting the self-controlled ability as expected.  

Figure 10. UV spectra of 4-nitrophenyl acetate (a), 4-nitrophenol (b) and 4-
aminophenol (c)  


Figure 11. The changing UV spectrum of NPA at the existence of NaBH4 of the 
polymer reactors at different temperatures (a: MIP-AgPRC at 50 ℃; b: MIP-AgPRC at 
25 ℃; c: MIP-AgPRO at 50 ℃; d: MIP-AgPRO at 25 ℃; e: MIP-AgPRS at 50 ℃; f: 
MIP-AgPRS at 25 ℃).  
3.5 Electrochemistry tests and self-healing process  
Electrochemistry (desorption) was performed to clarify the interaction among the 
prepared reactors as well as the substrates [34, 35]. We know that the possibility to 
reduce or oxidize a molecule (binding) relies on the binding strength (among the 
reactors and substrates). Stronger binding would require comparatively extra energy to 
unbind the binding, that results in a higher redox potential. The complete mechanism 
(Scheme 3) have been clarified previously [36, 37]. In this reaction, substrates in the 
whole system commonly experience diffusion to the surface of electrodes, the 
desorption, and final redox processes. As the diffusion process was offset by sonication, 
the desorption performance of substrates closely depended on the change of the redox 
potential. In this way, the desorbing process was demonstrated inconsistent with the 
paradigm. Considering the switchable properties in the second PDPA-PAm layer, 25 
and 50 ℃ were chosen again for a comparative study. As shown in Figure 12, at 25 ℃, 
NPA attaching to the middle layers of MIP-AgPRS, MIP-AgPRO and MIP-AgPRC 
exhibited the reduction peaks of desorbing at -884, -812 and -877 mV respectively (a, 
b and c). At 50 ℃, the switchable nanoreactor shifted to a smaller position (-842 mV). 
MIP-AgPRS exhibited a robust interaction with NPA at 30 ℃ than at 50 ℃. Connected 
with DLS spectra, the results suggested that the interaction offered by MIP-AgPRS 
showed smart control ability.  
To study the interaction thoroughly, Table 2 demonstrated the reduction potentials 
of NPA desorbing from all the three polymer reactors. Compared with the switchable 
nanoreactor, the two non-responsive nanoreactors MIP-AgPRO and MIP-AgPRC did 
not display a significant alteration at the reduction potential of desorbing with the rising 
temperature. Moreover, the nanoreactor MIP-AgPRC holding close access exhibited a 
stronger interaction in both low and high temperatures. While the nanoreactor MIP-
AgPRO which always kept open access performed a weaker interaction as the 
temperature rose. Results strongly confirmed that the self-healing catalytic property at 
MIP-AgPRS existed in the second layer, allowing for the self-controlled tunnel to the 
cascade reactions. Therefore, the middle PDPA-PAm layer performed as a sandwiched 








Figure 12. Reduction curves of substrates desorbing from all the polymer catalysts 
(a: MIP-AgPRS at 25 ℃; b: MIP-AgPRO at 25 ℃; c: MIP-AgPRC at 25 ℃; d: MIP-
AgPRS at 50 ℃; e: MIP-AgPRO at 50 ℃; f: MIP-AgPRC at 50 ℃). 
Table 2. Reduction potentials (mV) with substrates desorbing from all the polymer 
catalysts. 
Catalytic Reactor 25℃ 50℃ Delta 
MIP-AgPRS -884 -842 42 
MIP-AgPRO -812 -804 8 
MIP-AgPRC -877 -872 5 
4 Conclusion 
This novel tri-layer architectural protocol is designed to solve the present problems 
existing in tandem catalysts. The artificial polymer reactor was composed of two 
molecular imprinted layers with active sites that were responsible for consecutive 
reactions and a sandwiched switchable layer for controlling the tandem catalytic 
process. The middle smart layer, prepared by mussel inspired polymer PDPA and PAm, 
performed like a molecular switch for the intermediate passing through to conduct the 
tandem catalysis. At low temperature, the switchable layer is closed, resulting in the 
inhibition to the intermediate. In this condition, the polymer reactor can only conduct 
catalytic hydrolysis. When the temperature is rising, the middle switch is open and the 
intermediate will pass through, enabling the complete hydrolysis to reduce tandem 
catalysis. Therefore, the catalytic reactor can achieve the tandem/non-tandem self-
controlled catalysis process. The novel artificial protocol provides the potential to 
achieve the controllable tandem catalytic process, which may give some inspiration to 
the study of functional catalysts in the future.  
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